


10:00 PM
AT THE LOFT

IT’S
TIME

FOR YOUR
PARTY



SPIDER
IT’S TIME FOR YOUR PARTY

Spider is a sandal inspired by the classic jelly beach sandals,

revisited with a modern design that makes it suitable for day and evening.

Its composition in PVC ensures extreme fl exibility and softness

but also resistance, making this sandal light and safe.

The small heel makes the Spider sandal comfortable,

while the plimsoll design gives a pretty and very feminine look.

Spider is 100% Made in Italy.



LIGHT

VERSATILITY

The composition in PVC makes this sandal light, fl exible, elastic and resistant!
Don’t be afraid to walk in the street all day, to dance on the beach during the happy hour

or to jump from store to store doing shopping: Spider was created to stay with you everyday!

The shape of Spider reminds beach sandals we used in childhood.
With this new feminine version, Spider is suitable to be used as original

and romantic ballerina, but also as funny and casual sandal.



COLOURS

MADE IN ITALY

The wide range of colours that we off er allows you to customize your shoes as you prefer.
You can have your Spider in any full or transparent colours of our colour chart,

adding gold or silver glitters, to make your sandal the one and only!

Our sandals are entirely designed, manufactured and packed in Italy by Henry and Henry ®.
They are made of non-toxic and phthalate-free PVC

in compliance with the safety standards.



COLOURS

BRONZE 24

RED 55

YELLOW FLUO 38

GREEN FLUO 35

PETROLEUM 11

DARK BROWN 29

ORANGE 1

GREEN 7

GREEN 47

AZURE 50

RED 17

ORANGE  FLUO 37

GREEN 44

GREEN 8

AZURE 34



FUCHSIA FLUO 35

CHARCOAL 27

WHITE

BLACKNIKEL 33

AZURE 32 LILAC 21 PLUM 69

PINK 65



Via Giuseppe Garibaldi, 120
48034 Fusignano Ravenna, Italy

T. +39 0545 52557
F. +39 0545 50476

E. info@henryandhenryshoes.com
W. www. henryandhenryshoes.com

E-COMMERCE

www.henryandhenryshop.com


